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Lecture 21

Type Theory: Recursive Types & Foundations

Note PS6 is now posted. It is due Dec. 3, 2014. Project ideas should be decided by Wed.
Nov. 19.

We have seen the relationship between computation and concepts. This is very strong for the
natural numbers where on the computation side we see canonical expressoins 0, S(0), S(S(0))..
and non-canonical expressions such as add(S(0), S(S(0)). The concept involved is that of
the type N of natural numbers and the concept of a computable function N → (N → N) or
N× N→ N.

The computational concepts such as add(x, y), mult(x, y) are a bit less “universal” than the
canonical ones, 0, S(0)... But we see variance even here, e.g. 0, 1 , 2, 3,... are also canonical.
The forms of function definition are less “universal”. We might present add(x, y) as

fix λ(add.λ(x, y. if y = 0 then x else S(add(x, y − 1)))

In Nuprl the natural numbers are a subtype of the integers, and the computational expression
is ind(a;x, y.s; b; j;u, v.t). This is unfamiliar to most people. Even if we pick out the part
needed for N, say ind(a; b;u, v.t) and study the reduction rule (page 137 of Nuprl book).

ind(m; b;u, v.t) =

{
b if m is 0

t[m, ind(m− 1; ...)/u, v] if u > 0

It is not immediately clear how we can use this expression to define and compute add(m,n).
How is this done in Nuprl? Why not use simple primitive recursion?

When we examine the Nuprl terms, we see these:

nil a.b list ind(a; s;x, y, u.t)

They are related in the computation rules :

list ind(nil; s;x, y, u.t) reduces to s (p. 137 Nuprl book)

list ind(a.b; s;x, y, u.t) reduces to t[a, b, list ind(b; ...)/x, y, u]

Do these rules tell us what this computation “means”? Does it mean anything beyond
reductions? What are the concepts that make this meaningful?

We see something profound about type theory from knowing just the basics of computing
theory. Turing showed us that the halting problem on a universal computing system such
as Turing machines or general recursive functions is unsolvable. Thus for the Nuprl type
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theory which has a universal computation system (unlike Coq), we know that we can never
give a complete account of it using computing rules. Gödel’s theorem tells us the same thing
about the type system, but we will not go into that.

The computation system involve expressions. Some of them are purely data as 0, nil. Others
such as λ(x.b) are data, and they represent algorithms when understood in the context of
the reduction rules, such as ap(λ(x.b); a).1

The computation system also includes notations for types. We see these canonical expressions
on page 135.

A#B, x :A#B, A→ B, x :A→ B

A|B, A\\B, x, y :A\\B, {x :A|B}

int, atom, void, A list, Uk

These are all canonical expressions. There are no non-canonical expressions whose arguments
are types. What does this mean?

Computation ←→ concepts/propositions/types

The data and the actions that create it and analyze it create the ground truth for knowl-
edge. We might see this as the basis of a knowledge game now played by people using
computers.

The character of this game was first clear in the realm of mathematics and mathemati-
cal knowledge. Ways of organizing the game were proposed by the Greeks as far back as
Aristotle, Euclid, and Archimedes.

We have seen the consequences of the game in the way we understand logic, geometry,
algebra, number theory, analysis, set theory, category theory, and so forth.

This kind of knowledge game is at the heart of computer science, which can be seen as the
study and automation of intellectual processes.

In the realm of computer science, the game is autocatylitic, it improves itself as it develops
and advances. It is in this realm that we have first taken seriously the idea of artificial
intelligence (AI). Indeed, after almost 60 years of rapid growth (say 58 years), we can now
imagine intelligent machines - at least as partners if not more. We see that they “think
differently from us” and that they can be powerful partners. The question of whether we
will thrive in this partnership is now more compelling.

In one view of the subject of formal methods, we see it as the autocatylitic study of formal
knowledge and the knowledge game. This is a (deadly) serious game.

Recursive types and the limits of PER semantics in the foundations of type

1In Nuprl the application is written as (\x.b)(a). This is before the sytax was made uniform in Nuprl
5,see the Reference Manual by Christoph Kreitz at the PRL website under System.
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theory.

In the CTT84 type theory, Nax Mendler and I introduced recursive types, and Nax proposed
a semantics for them, which we have not managed to explain by the semantic methods of
Stuart Allen, using partial equivalence relations and Allen’s method of induction-recursion
on type assignment systems. It might be that this type is inherently impredicative. That
is a key open research question, known since about 1987 and investigated intensely ever
since. The methods of Allen, Harper, Howe, Mendler, Hickey, Nogin, Kopylov, Bickford,
Anand, and Rahli at Cornell have been critical. Also insights from Beeson, Coquand, Dybjer
Paulin-Mohring, Palmgren, Setzer, Scott, and Werner, among others, have been important
to understanding CTT.

Recursive Types (See The Structure of Nuprl’s Type Theory (1997) and Thompson 7.10,
Nuprl book Chapter 12.)

Consider types defined like this:

N = Unit + Unit × N for numbers

L = N + N× L for lists of numbers

Compare to

F = N + (F → F)

F = N + (N→ F)

We can define the type T1 v T2 to mean that the elements of T1 are also elements of T2.
This type has a logical meaning as well, what is it?

We can form recursive types from functions on types that are monotone with respect to v,
that is, F : Ui → Ui and T1 v T2 implies F (T1) v F (T2). Given such an F let rec(T.G(T ))
be a type in Ui.

A special case of these types are the W-types of Martin-Löf. They are expressed as

rec(W.x :A× (B(x)→ W ))

(Martin-Löf writes this as (Wx ∈ A)B.)
(We would write W (A;x.b))

We can define A List as rec(L.Nil + (A× L)).

An informal notation is L = Nil + (A× L).
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